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Abstract—We investigate a downlink multi-cell non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) system with coordinated base stations
(BSs) and propose a joint resource allocation (RA) scheme along-
side adaptive user association to green the system. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work to investigate joint allocation
of subchannels and power for coordinated NOMA systems, while
the previous work on RA for coordinated orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) systems is not applicable. A serving channel
gain based joint RA (SCG-JRA) algorithm is proposed, based
on the theoretical proof that the total transmission power is
mono-decreasing with respect to the SCGs of non-coordinated
users. As for user association, an adaptive fuzzy logic (FL)
based multi-criterion approach is proposed to achieve higher
robustness against the combined effect of shadowing, fading and
inter-cell interference, compared to the previous single-criterion
based approaches. Numerical results show that the proposed
SCG-JRA with adaptive FL based user association significantly
outperforms the previous RA schemes assisted by single-criterion
user association, in terms of energy efficiency (EE) and total
transmission power, enabling a greener system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [1] [2], which

allows the same frequency to be shared among multiple users

simultaneously, has been envisioned as a promising technology

for the fifth generation (5G) system. By utilizing power-domain

multi-user multiplexing and successive interference cancella-

tion (SIC), NOMA allows receivers to decode and demodulate

the superposition of the encoded signals [2]. In a more practical

scenario, i.e., multi-cell NOMA, the users close to the edge of

cells generally suffer from poor channel condition and strong

inter-cell interference. In order to achieve the target quality of

service (QoS), more transmission power is required for those

users, which is not power efficient and causes stronger multi-

cell interference [3] [4]. To alleviate this, coordination between

base stations (BSs) can be exploited to jointly transmit signals

to the target users [5]–[8]. It has been demonstrated in [8]

that the system with multiple coordinated BSs can benefit

from the potential distributed space diversity gains, and the

coordinated NOMA system provides better performance than
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the non-coordinated NOMA and the coordinated orthogonal

multiple access (OMA) system, respectively.

It is worthy noting that, the resource allocation (RA) in terms

of subchannel assignment and power allocation plays a critical

role in achieving green communication for coordinated NOMA

systems. Since multiple users can share the same subchannel

in coordinated NOMA, the previous work on RA proposed for

coordinated OMA systems [3] [4] cannot be utilized directly

for coordinated NOMA systems. The authors in [9] proposed

an energy-efficiency (EE)-oriented single channel power al-

location algorithm for coordinated NOMA systems. In [10],

an opportunistic coordinated NOMA scheme was proposed to

enhance the performance. However, the work in [9] and [10]

has only focused on power allocation for coordinated NOMA,

assuming a single-channel model, which is not practical for

current standards using multiple subchannels.

In addition, the performance of coordinated NOMA is

largely influenced by user association [9]–[12]. Current user

association approaches are based on a single criterion, and

can be mainly categorized into two types: a) distance based

approaches [9] [11]; b) channel gain based approaches [10]

[12]. However, the aforementioned distance based approaches

are sensitive to fading and shadowing, while the performance

of the channel gain based approaches can be severely affected

by inter-cell interference, leading to poor system performance.

To this end, multiple criteria are necessary for user association

to enhance the robustness. As mentioned in [13], fuzzy logic

(FL) is an effective artificial intelligence (AI) approach to make

a dynamic decision based on multiple input parameters. In our

previous work [7], FL based user association was proposed to

balance between multiple criteria, which outperforms single-

criterion based approaches. However, its fuzzy membership

function is predetermined and cannot be tuned adaptively to the

change of network environment, which results in performance

degradation, especially when users are under deep shadowing

and fading. Hence, adaptive FL based user association in

coordinated NOMA is preferred. Moreover, the RA scheme

in [7] merely accounts for user association and lacks joint

allocation of subchannels and power. While the joint RA for

coordinated NOMA systems still remains an open challenge.

In this paper, we consider a downlink multi-cell NOMA

system with coordinated BSs and investigate its joint RA



alongside adaptive user association to green the system. The

contributions are summarized as follows:

1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported

work to investigate joint allocation of multiple subchannels

and power for coordinated NOMA systems, alongside user

association. While the RA methods dedicated for coordinated

OMA systems [3] [4] are not applicable to coordinated NOMA.

Also, the previous work for coordinated NOMA either assumed

a single-subchannel model [9] [10] or lacks joint RA [7].

2) We propose an adaptive FL based user association scheme,

where multiple criteria, i.e., distance, channel gain and refer-

ence signal received power (RSRP) are considered. The fuzzy

membership function is tuned adaptively to the change of

shadowing standard deviation so that the FL based scheme

can be adaptive to different network environment and enlarge

the difference of suitability of users under deep shadowing and

fading, which was not considered in [7]. The proposed adaptive

FL based scheme is more robust against fading, shadowing and

inter-cell interference than the method in [7] and the previous

single-criterion based schemes [9] [10].

3) An intensive analysis is provided to theoretically prove

that the total transmission power of the system is mono-

decreasing with respect to the serving channel gains (SCGs) of

the non-coordinated users. In light of that, we propose an SCG

based joint RA (SCG-JRA) algorithm for allocation of sub-

channels and power across users, with an optimal closed-form

power allocation result. The proposed SCG-JRA alongside

adaptive FL based user association significantly outperforms

the previous RA schemes with single-criterion user association

[9] [10] and the RA scheme in [7], enabling a greener system

with less transmission power.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a multi-cell downlink NOMA system with B
BSs and L users. Assume that the overall bandwidth of the

coordinated NOMA system W is divided uniformly into M
subchannels (SCs), and each BS transmits messages to its

serving users through these SCs. As depicted in Fig. 1, for

user association, users in the system are chosen to work in two

modes: non-coordinated mode and coordinated mode. Denote

LC as the number of the coordinated users in the system.

Let xl,m ∈ {0, 1}, in which xl,m = 1 indicates that user l
is allocated to SC m. Define Um,b as the set of users served

by BS b (b = 1, ..., B) on SC m (m = 1, ...,M) and Bl as

the set of distributed coordinated BS(s) serving for user l. Let

pl,m denote the transmission power allocated to user l on SC

m. Then, the received signal at user l on SC m is

yl,m =
∑

b∈Bl

hb,l,m(
√
pl,msl,m +

∑

i∈Um,b,i 6=l

√
pi,msi,m)

+
∑

b∈{B/Bl}

hb,l,m

∑

i∈Um,b

√
pi,msi,m + ωl,m.

(1)

where sl,m and si,m are the data symbols with unit energy and

hb,l,m denotes the Rayleigh fading channel state information
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Fig. 1. System model of multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems.

(CSI) from BS b to user l on SC m, which is affected by

shadowing and path loss. ωl,m stands for the additional white

complex Gaussian noise ωl,m ∼ CM (0, σ2
m).

At the receiver, SIC process is implemented to decode the

received signals. Define Hb,l,m = |hb,l,m|2 as the channel gain

of user l. According to NOMA protocol, the SIC process on

SC m is the increasing order of channel gains of multiplexed

users [2]. After SIC, the received signal-to-interference-plus-

noise ratio for user l on SC m is given by

γl,m =

pl,m
∑

b∈Bl

Hb,l,m

σ2
m + φl,m + ψl,m

, (2)

where ψl,m stands for the inter-cell interference gain and φl,m

is the intra-cell interference gain, respectively.

As mentioned above, the users can be selected to work in the

coordinated or non-coordinated mode. Assume the CSI of the

coordinated users is available to the coordinated BSs, and the

messages sent to user l by Bl share the same transmit power

[9]. On one hand, if user l is in the coordinated mode, due to

the coordination of BSs [7]-[9], the inter-cell interference of

user l from the coordinated BSs Bl is 0, while the intra-cell

gain for user l can be obtained as

φl,m =
∑

b∈Bl

Hb,l,m

∑

i∈{Um,b,l}

pi,m, (3)

where Um,b,l =
{
l̃|Hb,l̃,m > Hb,l,m, l̃ ∈ Um,b

}
. Therefore, the

achievable data rate (in bps/Hz) of user l on SC m is

rl,m = cllog2


1+

pl,m
∑

b∈Bl

Hb,l,m

σ2
m+

∑
b∈Bl

Hb,l,m

∑
i∈{Um,b,l}

pi,m


 , (4)

where cl ∈ {0, 1} , cl = 1 means user l is in the coordinated

mode, otherwise user l is in the non-coordinated mode.

On the other hand, if user l is in the non-coordinated mode

(i.e., cl = 0), the intra-cell interference gain φl,m and inter-cell

interference gain ψl,m can be expressed as

φl,m = HBl,l,m

∑

i∈{Ũm,Bl,l
}

pi,m, (5)



ψl,m =
∑

b∈{B\Bl}

Hb,l,m

∑

j∈{Um,b}

pj,m, (6)

where Ũm,Bl,l =
{
l̃|HBl,l̃,m

> HBl,l,m, l̃ ∈ {Um,Bl
}
}

. Follow-

ing [9], we assume that there is one coordinated user served

by Bl on each SC.

The achievable data rate of non-coordinated user l is

rl,m = (1− cl)×

log
2


1+

pl,mHBl,l,m

σ2
m+HBl,l,m

∑
i∈{Ũm,Bl,l

}

pi,m+
∑

b∈{B\Bl}

Hb,l,m

∑
j∈{Um,b}

pj,m


.

Remark 1: For multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems, the

users located in the edge of cells can suffer from poor channel

conditions and strong inter-cell interference. Also, the users

close to the serving BS who suffer severe fading and shadow-

ing, have poor channel conditions. To improve performance,

these users are chosen in the coordinated mode.

B. Problem Formulation

Let X = [xl,m]
L×M

denote the subchannel assignment

matrix, C = [cl]L×1
be the user association matrix, and

P = [pl,m]
L×M

be the power allocation matrix.

Then the total transmission power Pt is

Pt =

M∑

m=1

B∑

b=1

∑

l∈Um,b

pm,l. (7)

Therefore, the optimization problem for the downlink multi-

cell coordinated NOMA system can be formulated as

argmin
P,X,C

η(P,X,C) = Pt, (8)

subject to (C1): xl,m ∈ {0, 1}, (C2): cl ∈ {0, 1}; (C3):∑
l∈Um,b

xl,m = G; (C4): rl,m ≥ rmin; (C5): pm,l ≥ 0, where rmin

denotes the QoS requirement, and G is the maximum number

of allocated users sharing the same SC. As mentioned in [2], at

receiver side, the implementation complexity of SIC increases

with G. In order to make a trade-off between performance and

implementation complexity, we assume that merely two users

can be allocated and multiplexed on the same SC in each BS.

Due to (C1), (C2), and the non-convex constraint in (C4),
it is challenging to obtain the global optimal solution in

polynomial time. Hence, we divide (8) into three subproblems,

namely user association, subchannel assignment and power

allocation, to achieve an effective near-optimal solution.

III. ADAPTIVE FUZZY LOGIC BASED MULTI-CRITERION

USER ASSOCIATION

At present, two kinds of user association methods are mostly

mentioned in literatures: distance based [9] [11] and channel

gain based method [10] [12], which are expressed as
if dl > dpre, user l is in the coordinated mode,

if Hl < Hpre, user l is in the coordinated mode,

where dpre and Hpre are predetermined thresholds.

The other effective scheme is to perform a ranking based

user association. Based on a ranking criterion, users are sorted
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy membership function of three normalized inputs.

in order and some top users are chosen as the coordinated

users. However, the performance of the distance or channel gain

based user association method is severely affected by fading,

shadowing, and inter-cell interference. As a result, some users’

coordination mode cannot be appropriately selected, which

decreases the system performance. Therefore, we consider

multiple criteria in user association and introduce FL to make

a balance among them.

1) Fuzzy Inputs and Output: For each user, the distance,

mean channel gain and variance of RSRP (VRSRP) are three

inputs. Generally, if the RSRPs are close to each other, the user

is more likely in an area with stronger inter-cell interference

and has a higher probability to be chosen in the coordinated

mode. The FL output denotes users’ respective suitability for

coordinated mode considering three inputs.

X = d ∈ {Short, Medium, Long},
Y = H̄ ∈ {Bad, Medium, Good},
Z = VRSRP ∈ {Small, Medium, Large},
O = Output ∈ {Very Bad, Bad, Medium, Good, Very Good}.

2) Fuzzification and Defuzzification Process: In order to

perform the fuzzificaiton process, three inputs and one output

should be mapped to fuzzy sets.

Fig. 2 presents the FL membership function of normalized

inputs. Since all three inputs change linearly and continuously,

Trapezoidal function is chosen to generate membership func-

tion [13]. For one input, membership function generates one

membership degree which is between 0 to 1, according to

the type of input. As there is no experience information of

VRSRP and mean channel gain, similar to [7], their member-

ships initially have balanced distribution of three levels (i.e.,

τ11 = 0.2, τ12 = 0.4, τ13 = 0.6, τ14 = 0.8). Also, as an

empirical parameter, the distribution of levels of distance skews

to right (i.e., τ31 = 0.3, τ33 = 0.7, τ34 = 0.9), which ensures

that fewer center users are switched to coordinated mode.

However, the aforemetioned fuzzy membership function is

predetermined and cannot be tuned adaptively to the change of

network environment, which results in performance degrada-

tion. Hence, in order to make the FL based scheme adaptive to

different situations and enlarge the difference of suitability of

the users under deep shadowing and fading, we set τ11 and τ21
as τ11 = 0.2[1− (θ+1)/(10γ)], τ21 = 0.2[1− (θ+1)/(10γ)],
with path loss exponent γ and shadowing standard deviation θ.



The membership degree of the FL output set is given by

λo , min (λX , λY , λZ) , (9)

where λX , λY and λZ denote the degree of membership of

distance, mean channel gain and VRSRP, respectively. Then

we transform the output set λo into a crisp number Γ, which

is between [0,1]:

Γ =

∑
(λo ·Omid(λo))∑

λo

, (10)

where Omid(λo) denotes the middle value of the normalized

numerical value of λo. The process of fuzzification and defuzzi-

fication is presented in [7] and [13]. Due to space limitations,

the detailed process is omitted here.

After the FL output crisp number of all L users have been

obtained, we rank the users in descending order based on Γ
and choose the top LC users to work in the coordinated mode.

IV. SCG BASED JOINT RESOURCE ALLOCATION

As mentioned above, to strike an attractive balance between

the performance and complexity of SIC, we consider only two

users can be simultaneously multiplexed on the same SC for

each BS. Following [2], we consider the number of users served

by each BS b is Lb = 2M , and the number of users selected

to work in the coordinated mode is LC = M . For each BS,

since the coordinated users usually suffer from poor channel

conditions, they are regarded as weak users, while the non-

coordinated users are taken as strong users.

For a non-coordinated user l allocated to SC m, its SCG is

HBl,l,m. According to (2), the performance of non-coordinated

user l gets better as its SCG increases. Nevertheless, the

increasing SCG of user l inevitably has effect on the intra-

cell and inter-cell interference of other users on the same SC,

as well as the power allocation among users. Unfortunately,

there is little analysis at present to theoretically explore the

effect of the increasing SCGs of non-coordinated users on the

variation of transmission power in coordinated NOMA.

Theorem 1: In a downlink multi-cell coordinated NOMA

system, the total transmission power Pt is mono-decreasing

with respect to the SCGs of non-coordinated users.

Proof of Theorem 1: See Appendix.

Lemma 1: For the subchannel allocation in coordinated

NOMA, the selection of a non-coordinated user with higher

SCG leads to less transmission power consumption than any

other non-coordinated users with lower SCG.

1) Algorithm Description: We first perform the subchannel

allocation for the non-coordinated users in each cell separately.

Denote the number of non-coordinated users served by BS b
as LMb

= M . First, for each SC m, we rank the M non-

coordinated users in descending order based on their SCGs

and form a M × 1 candidate list Λb,m. After that, we allocate

SCs based on the candidate lists. For each SC m, it chooses

the first user (e.g., user l) in Λb,m as its candidate user if it has

not been selected. Otherwise, according to Theorem 1, user l
selects the SC with higher SCG and rejects the other one. After

that, user l is removed from the candidate list of the rejected

SC. Repeat these steps until all M SCs and M non-coordinated

users are allocated.

After that, we form the candidate list ΛC,m of each SC m for

coordinated users by ranking them in descending order based

on their SCGs. Then, a joint subchannel and power allocation is

presented. For each SC m, it initially chooses the first user (e.g.,

user l) in ΛC,m if user l has not been assigned. Since the non-

coordinated users have been assigned, we find the transmission

power allocation P ∗
t,m on SC m by exhaustive search or using

(14), and store P ∗
t,m as the candidate transmission power of SC

m. Otherwise, assume user l has been assigned to SC n, it finds

the transmission power on SC m P ∗
t,m, then compares P ∗

t,m

with P ∗
t,n and selects the SC with lower transmission power.

After that, user l is removed from the candidate list of the

rejected SC. Repeat these steps until all of the M SCs and LC

coordinated users are assigned. The procedures are described

in Algorithm 1.

2) Closed-Form Optimal Solution to Power Allocation:

For multi-cell coordinated NOMA, assume the non-coordinated

user on SC m in cell l (l =1, ..., B) is l and the coordinated

user is (B + 1). Define the transmission power matrix as

P = [P1...PM ]
T

, with Pm = [p1,m...pb,m...pB+1,m]
T

(m =
1, ...,M ). Note that constraint (C4) in (8) can be rewritten as

(C̃4) : pl,m
∑

b∈Bl

Hb,l,m+β
∑

b∈Bl

Hb,l,m

∑

i∈{Um,b,l}

pi,m +

β
∑

b∈{B\Bl}

Hb,l,m

∑

j∈{Um,b}

pj,m + βσ2

m ≥ 0,
(11)

Algorithm 1 SCG-JRA Algorithm

Require: Given the M × 1 candidate transmission power list

Pt = 0, and the M × LC allocated list Salloc = 0

1: For the non-coordinated users in each cell b, allocate M
SCs to the LMb

non-coordinated users based on SCG

2: For each SC m, form the candidate list ΛC,m for coordi-

nated users by ranking their SCGs in descending order

3: while rank(Salloc) 6=M do

4: From m = 1 to M , SC m selects the first user (e.g.,

user l) in the candidate list ΛC,m

5: if user l has not been selected yet then

6: Set Salloc(m, l)=1. Find the transmission power P ∗
t,m

by exhaustive search or (14). Set Pt(m) = P ∗
t,m

7: else

8: Assume user l has been assigned to SC n, find

the transmission power allocation for SC m P ∗
t,m.

Compare the value of P ∗
t,m with Pt(n).

9: if P ∗
t,m < Pt(n) then

10: Set Salloc(m, l) = 1, Salloc(n, l) = 0 and

Pt(m) = P ∗
t,m, Pt(n) = 0

11: User l is removed from SC n’s candidate list

12: else

13: User l is removed from SC m’s candidate list

14: end if

15: end if

16: end while
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where β = 1− 2rmin . Note that (C̃4) can be further rewritten

in linear matrix form as[
βH1,l,m... Hl,l,m... βHB,l,m β

B∑

i=1,i 6=l

Hi,l,m

]
P+ βσ2

m ≥ 0,

which can be easily proved to be convex with respect to P

[11] [12]. Hence, (8) can be reformulated as

argmin
P

η(P) = Pt, (12)

subject to (C̃4) and (C5). The Lagrange function for SC m is

L(Pm,a, µ) =

B∑

b=1

∑

l∈Um,b

pl,m +
B+1∑

l=1

al(rmin − rl)−
B+1∑

l=1

µlpl,m,
(13)

where al and µl are Lagrange multipliers. According to Karush-

Kuhn-Tucker conditions, it is easy to prove µl = 0, al > 0.

Differentiating L(Pm,a, µ) with respect to al (l = 1, ..., B+1)

and equaling them to zero, we have


H1,1,m ... βHb,1,m ... βHB,1,m β
B∑

i=2

Hi,1,m

... ...

βH1,B,m ... βHb,B,m ... HB,B,m β

B−1∑

i=1

Hi,B,m

βH1,B+1,m...βHb,B+1,m...βHB,B+1,m

B∑

i=1

Hi,B+1,m







P1,m

...

PB,m

PB+1,m




− [(−βσ2

m) ... (−βσ2

m)]
T

1×(B+1)
= AmPm −Q = 0,

where Am is an invertible square matrix.

As a result, the solution of Pm can be obtained as

P∗
m =

[
p∗
1,m ... p∗b,m ... p∗B+1,m

]T
= Am

−1Q. (14)

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, numerical results are provided to demonstrate

the performance of our proposed adaptive FL based multi-

criterion user association and SCG-JRA algorithms for green

coordinated NOMA. The number of cells is 2 and the radius for
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each cell is 500 m. The bandwidth is W = 5 MHz, and the vari-

ance of additional white Gaussion noise is σ2
m = −112 dBm.

Subchannels are modeled as independent Rayleigh fading, and

the path loss model is given by PL(d) = 128.1+37.6log10(d)
[14]. We assume a total of L = 9 users as illustrated in Fig. 1

and the circuit power is set to 30 dBm [9].

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the transmission power per-

formance of the proposed SCG-JRA algorithm with adaptive

FL based user association is substantially better than that of

the single-criterion based RA schemes. For example, when

shadowing standard deviation is θ = 10 dB and rmin = 4.5
bps/Hz, the SCG-JRA algorithm with adaptive FL based user

association requires 59.7% less transmission power than the

RA schemes assisted by single-criterion user association [9]

[10]. It also outperforms the RA scheme in [7] under the

same user association result. Furthermore, the performance gap

becomes larger as θ increases. The reason is that the adaptive

FL based scheme has considered three parameters and tunes

its fuzzy membership function adaptively to the change of

network environment, which is more effective against fading,

shadowing and multi-cell interference than the single-criterion

based user association methods. This can also be proven by Fig.

4, which shows the coordinated mode selection probability of

cell center users under deep shadowing. Our adaptive FL based
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Fig. 6. Illustration of Theorem 1: monotone decreasing of total transmission
power with respect to the serving channel gain of non-coordinated user.

user association makes a balance among multiple performance

limiting factors and therefore is more reliable.

In Fig. 5, the SCG-JRA with adaptive FL based user associ-

ation is much more energy-efficient than the single-criterion

based methods [9] [10] and the RA scheme in [7]. When

θ = 10 dB and rmin = 4 bps/Hz, the EE achieved by SCG-

JRA with adaptive FL based user association is 38.1% higher

than that achieved by the RA schemes with single-criterion user

association [9] [10], and 13.6% higher than that achieved by

the RA scheme in [7] under the same user association result.

Fig. 6 shows the mono-decreasing of transmission power

with respect to the SCG of a randomly selected non-

coordinated user with L = 3, and rmin = 4 bps/Hz, which

is consistent with Theorem 1.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a novel joint RA algorithm, referred to

as SCG-JRA, as well as an adaptive FL based multi-criterion

user association algorithm, for multi-cell coordinated NOMA

systems. The proposed system achieves a total transmission

power reduction of up to 59.7% and an EE enhancement of

up to 38.1% over the previous RA schemes assisted by single-

criterion based user association [9][10], thanks to the effective-

ness of joint RA and the robustness of adaptive FL based user

association against the combined effect of shadowing, fading

and inter-cell interference.

APPENDIX:

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Based on (7) and (14), taking the partial derivative of total

transmission power with respect to Hl,l,m yields
∂Pt

∂Hl,l,m

=
∑ ∂Pm

∂Hl,l,m

=
∑

−A−1

m

∂Am

∂Hl,l,m

A−1

m Q. (15)

Denote the inverse of Am as Am
−1 = D

|Am|
, with D as

the adjoint matrix and |Am| denoting the determinant of Am,

respectively. Then (15) can be reformulated as

∑ ∂Pm

∂Hl,l,m

=

(
B+1∑
b=1

Dl,b

)(
B+1∑
b=1

Db,l

)

|Am|2
(βσ2

m),
(16)

where Dl,b denotes the element on the l-th row, b-th column

of D, β = 1− 2rmin < 0. Notice that the diagonal elements in

Am are the SCG of users, while the non-diagonal elements are

the product of users’ interference and β. Based on the unique

structure of Am, we obtain
B+1∑

b=1

Dl,b =

(
Fl −

B∑

i=2

(−β)iFl,i

)
+

B+1∑

b=1,b 6=l

B∑

i=1

(−β)iGb,i,

where Fl denotes the product of users’ SCG except user l, the

positive terms Fl,i and Gb,i stand for the products of users’

SCG and interference on SC m. Note that for non-coordinated

user l, the SCG is generally much larger than the channel gain

from other BSs, as a result, we have Fl >> Fl,i, i = 2, ..., B,

which implies
B+1∑
b=1

Dl,b > 0. We can also prove
B+1∑
b=1

Db,l > 0

by utilizing the similar methodology. Hence, we conclude

∂Pt

∂Hl,l,m

=
∑ ∂Pm

∂Hl,l,m

< 0. (17)
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